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APLU/AAU efforts

- Public Access Working Group Report (PAWG) and Recommendations (Nov 2017)
- NSF-funded (Beth Plale) Workshop to Accelerate Public Access to Research Data (APARD) (Oct 2018)
  - 30 teams (Research, Library, CIO, Policy, Faculty reps)
  - Agency and landscape exposure
  - Team development of campus roadmap
  - Sharing within functional areas
APLU/AAU APARD Steering Committee

- Greg Madden, PSU, SC Chair, research data/computing
- Kevin Gardner, UNH, research
- Heidi Imker, UIUC, library
- Pegah Parsi, UCSD, policy/faculty support
- Jim Wilgenbush, UMn, research data/computing
- Larry Sutter, Mi Tech, faculty/disciplinary
- Tom Cramer, Stanford, library
- PAWG (T Walters Va Tech, J Chasen KU, J Luther Duke, S Nusser Ia State)
- Assn reps (H Gobstein / K Redd, T Smith / K Steen AAU)
Next Activities

• **Framework and strategic plan** for community and associations

• **Guide for implementing PARD on campus**
  – Soft infrastructure: data policy, DMP, workflows
  – Researchers: practice, training, credit, reward
  – Engagement: campus communication, buy-in
Next Activities

• **1-day Acceleration Conference** (30 institutions)
  – Campus learning, ID open areas, guide feedback

• **National Summit #1** (broad participation)
  – Small group guide development, ID areas to deepen

• **Small group work after Summit #1**
  – Deep guide areas identified as needing additional understanding
Next Activities

• National Summit #2 (broad participation)
  – Small group recommendations and feedback
  – Draft guide feedback

• Finalize Guide to Accelerating Public Access to Research Data at Academic Institutions